What is widely used for classification of eye state to detect human's cognition state is electroencephalography (EEG). In this study, the usage of EEG signals for online eye state detection method was proposed. In this study, EEG eye state dataset that is obtained from UCI machine learning repository database was used. Continuous 14 EEG measurements forms the basic of the dataset. The duration of the measurement is 117 seconds (each measurement has14980 sample). Weka (Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis) program is used for classification of eye state. Classification success was calculated by using k-Nearest Neighbors algorithm and multilayer perceptron neural networks models. The obtained success of classification methods were compared. The classification success rates were calculated for various number of neurons in the hidden layer of a multilayer perceptron neural network model. The highest classification success rate have been obtained when the number of neurons in the hidden layer was equal to 7. And it was 56.45%. The classification success rates were calculated with k-nearest neighbors algorithm for different neighbourhood values. The highest success was achieved in the classification made with kNN algorithm. In kNN models, the success rate for 3 nearest neighbor were calculated as 84.05%.
Introduction
In Classification, training examples are used to learn a model that can classify the data samples into known classes. The Classification process involves following steps: Create training data set, Identify class attribute and classes. Identify useful attributes for classification, Relevance analysis, Learn a model using training examples in Training set, Use the model to classify the unknown data [1] . Measuring brain activity by way of electroencephalography (EEG) can be useful for a lot of applications for which human input is required [2] . Today, Electroencephalography (EEG) eye state classification is a research area in consider. Many studies about EEG signals have been researched and the researches still continue [3] . Fukuda et al. make use of a log-linearized Gaussian mixture neural network for EEG eye state classification [4] . Yeo et al. successfully used support vector machines (SVMs) to detect drowsiness during car driving by eye blink [5] . Moreover, a hybrid system based on decision tree classifier and fast Fourier transform was applied to the detection of epileptic seizure by Polat and Güneş [6] . Sulaiman et all. Also make use of K-nearest neighbour (kNN) for stress features identification [7] . In addition, Hall et all. formed 117-second EEG eye state corpus and employed 42 different machine learnings and statistical approaches based on Weka [8] to predict eye states. Eye state corpus of them is now a benchmark problem saved by Machine Learning Repository, University of California, Irvine (UCI) [9] . Wang et all. (2014) applied a promising technique that uses incremental attribute learning (IAL) based on neural networks. IAL is a novel machine learning strategy which gradually imports and trains features one by one. IAL exhibited better classification performance in terms of classification error rates in comparison with conventional and some other approaches [10] . Roesler and Suendermann (2013) applied 42 different machine learning algorithms to the related dataset to predict the eye state after training with the corpus. The best-performing classifier was found as KStar [2] . Sahu et all., (2015) used binary classification for finding feature subset selection named as Incremental Feature Reordering (IFR), it gives most non dominant feature (MND) for Electroencephalography (EEG) signal corpus and create reorder set. They found that the removal of MND gives optimal subset feature and it increases the classifier accuracy and efficiency [11] . Roesler et all. [2014] investigated whether the price of an EEG device is directly correlated with the quality of the obtained data when applied to a simple classification task. The data of three different devices (one medical and two consumer) was used to determine the eye state (open or closed). For classification, 83 machine learning algorithms were used on the raw EEG data. While the cheapest device performed extremely poor with only one classifier better than the majority vote the other two devices _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ achieved high accuracy. The lowest error rate for a more expensive consumer EEG was 1.38% and produced by KStar [12] . Hassani and Lee (2014) , proposed Incremental Quantum Particle Swarm Optimization to develop an Incremental Framework for Classification of EEG Signals. They compared the performance of IQPSO against ten other classifiers on two EEG datasets. The results suggested that IQPSO outperformed other classifiers in terms of classification accuracy, precision and recall [13] . Singla et all. (2011) compared SVM with the Artificial Neural Network (ANN) on EEG dataset. A one-against-all SVM and a multilayer ANN is trained to detect the eye events. They presented comparison result in related paper [14] . Razzaghi et all (2015) , proposed a multilevel algorithmic framework for SVP that includes (a) construction of hierarchy of large-scale data coarse representations, and b) a local processing of updating the hyper plane throughout this hierarchy. Their multilevel framework substantially improved the computational time without losing the quality of classifiers. Experimental results were presented for balanced and imbalanced classification problems. Quality improvement on several imbalanced data sets had been observed [15] . In this study, EEG eye state dataset at UCI machine learning repository database were used. Classification success rates of the state of eye were determined by using kNN and multilayer perceptron classifiers. 
Materials and Method

Software-WEKA
Weka (Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis) written in Java, developed at the University of Waikato, New Zealand [17] . Weka supports several standard data mining tasks, more specifically, data pre-processing, clustering, classification, regression, visualization, and feature selection. All techniques of Weka's software are predicated on the assumption that the data is available as a single flat file or relation, where each data point is described by a fixed number of attributes (normally, numeric or nominal attributes, but some other attribute types are also supported) [18] .
K -Nearest Neighbor Algorithm
K-NN is the supervised learning algorithm, solving the classification problems. Classification is to analyze of features of image, and to belong it to the class which named in advanced. The important thing is determination the features of each category in advance [19] . According to kNN algorithm that was used in classification, characteristics which extracted from classification process, viewing the entire distance among new individual which should be classified and earlier individuals and then the nearest k category is used. As a result of that process test data belongs to the nearest k neighbor category that has more members in certain class. The most important optimization problems in kNN method are identification of neighbor's number and method of distance calculation algorithm. At the study identification of the optimum k number is done by experiments and Euclidean Distance Calculations method was used as distance calculations method. Euclidean calculation method [20] 
Multilayer Perceptron
A multilayer perceptron (MLP) is a feed forward artificial neural network model that maps sets of input data onto a set of appropriate outputs. A MLP consists of multiple layers of nodes in a directed graph, with each layer fully connected to the next one. Except for the input nodes, each node is a neuron (or processing element) with a nonlinear activation function. MLP utilizes a supervised learning technique called back propagation for training the network. MLP is a modification of the standard linear perceptron and can distinguish data that are not linearly separable [17] . Figure 1 . The classification success of the state of eye same was obtained by using multilayer perceptron model with the same dataset. The classification success rates at different neurons numbers in the hidden layers and MAE, RMSE error rates were determined. Classification success rates and MAE, and RMSE values obtained by using multilayer perceptron model are seen at Table 2 . The number of neurons in the hidden layer 7 when he obtained the highest classification success multilayer perceptron model is shown in Figure 2 . 
Results and Discussion
Conclusion
In this study, the datas in EEG State Data Set kNN classifiers and classification success rates of the state of eye were determined by using kNN and multilayer perceptron classifiers. 
